
 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

School Club: Improving your IELTS response 
 
Read the example and think about how to improve it.. 

Let tell you about my club activity, when I was in junior high school, I belonged to basketball club. The 
reason why I joined the club activity is because my senior said “You are sustainable for basketball because 
you are too tall”. I thought basketball is a harder sport than I imaged. So I prepared a lot of time to 
practice. First, I ran to improve my strength. Next, I practiced dribbling, and after that I practiced shooting. 
As I kept practicing, the director would pick me up as a starting member. My position was center and I was 
always competing with my opponents for rebounds. So I got hurt many times. Especially knees. 
Sometimes I got injured in my knee and couldn’t play. Still, I enjoyed the time. Although my team was very 
week, I had a lot of fun growing it. In high school I joined the basketball club, but quit in the first year. 
Because the hierarchical relationship was severe and the violence from senior was constant. After quitting 
the club, I returned to the kickboxing gym I used to attend when I was in elementary school and I started 
part-time job at McDonald’s. Kickboxing practice made me stronger as a person and part-time job 
improved my communication skills. 
 
 
 
How can you improve the writing? 

More information about the exercise routine is needed 
I ran      – I would run (explaining past regular actions) 
Need some signal language to explain the time order 
Lanky       – tall, thin and ungraceful in sport 
It’s not the winning but the taking part –  well known expression about  
Hierarchical relationship    – not natural – those who have been in (the club) longer 
 
 
 
Let me tell you about the club I was in when I was at junior high school. I belonged to the basketball club. 
The reason why I joined this club was because a senior at  school encouraged me to try this sport as I was 
tall. But he also added that I would have to train hard and get fitter as I was a bit lanky.  Basketball was 
harder than I imaged. I spent a long time practicing. I would first do my warm ups. I would then run to 
improve my strength and endurance. I would next practice dribbling, and after that practice shooting. As I 
kept practicing, the manager noticed me and chose me as a starting member.  
 
My position was center and I was always competing with the other side for rebounds. I often got hurt - 
especially my knees. In fact, sometimes I couldn’t continue to play due to my knee injury and was 
substituted. Still, I enjoyed myself when I did actually play. And although my team was very weak, we had a 
lot of fun. It’s not the winning but the taking part. 
 
At high school, however, I joined but quit within the first year. The reason why was because of the 
strictness of the seniors. As they had been in the club longer, they thought they could be tough on us and, 
at times, violent. They believed in only winning. After quitting this club, I returned to the kickboxing gym I 
used to attend when I was in elementary school and I also started a part-time job at McDonald’s. 
Kickboxing made me stronger as a person and my part-time job improved my communicational skills.  
 



 

                                                                                                                     

 

 

From the above work, try to chunk the speech 

 

Find the pause – Chunking  short /    longer //                    CAPITALISE the stressed (important) word 

 

I LIKE this class / because the teacher is GOOD / and everyone if FRIENdly. //  ALso, / my English is getting BEtter.// 

 
 
Let me tell you about the club I was in / when I was at junior high school. // I belonged to the basketball 
club. // The reason why I joined this club / was because a senior at school / encouraged me to try this sport 
/ as I was tall. // But he also added / that I would have to train hard / and get fitter as I was a bit lanky. // 
Basketball was harder than I imaged. // I spent a long time practicing. // I would first do my warm ups.// I 
would then run to improve my strength and endurance.// I would next practice dribbling, / and after that 
practice shooting. // As I kept practicing, / the manager noticed me / and chose me as a starting member. 
// 
 
My position was center / and I was always competing with the other side for rebounds. // I often got hurt / 
- especially my knees. // In fact, / sometimes I couldn’t continue to play / due to my knee injury / and was 
substituted. // Still, / I enjoyed myself when I did actually play. // And although my team was very weak, / 
we had a lot of fun.// It’s not the winning / but the taking part.// 
 
At high school, / however, / I joined but quit within the first year. // The reason why / was because of the 
strictness of the seniors.// As they had been in the club longer, / they thought they could be tough on us / 
and, at times, / violent.// They believed in only winning.// After quitting this club, / I returned to the 
kickboxing gym I used to attend / when I was in elementary school / and I also started a part-time job at 
McDonald’s. // Kickboxing made me stronger as a person / and my part-time job improved my 
communicational skills. // 
 


